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1. INTRODUCTION 
The New Mexico Department of Transportation Functional Classification System Manual, 2021 serves 
as a supplemental guide to the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Highway Functional 
Classification Concepts, Criteria and Procedures, 2013 Edition in accordance with Title 23 Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) § 470. This document covers the fundamentals of the functional 
classification system by addressing the five W’s: Who, What, When, Where, and Why, as well as How.  

The purpose of this document is to serve as a quick reference guide to understanding and navigating 
the New Mexico functional classification system and provide the resources necessary to make a 
request for changes of roadway segment classifications outside of the periodic statewide reviews. 
During a statewide review, NMDOT will initiate the procedural steps as outlined in the FHWA manual.  

The FHWA manual provides detailed information about the functional classification system’s theory 
and practice. Appendix A – References & Additional Resources lists additional publications with a 
variety of focuses related to the functional classification system and its applications.  

2. WHAT are the Functional Classifications? 
 All public roads, those which are open to public use 
and access, are assigned a classification in the 
functional classification system. The classification 
scheme, seen in Table 1, is a hierarchal list that relates 
to how roads function, as determined by a number of 
factors. The respective classification system for these 
factors rank roads from Interstates, code 1, to Locals, 
code 7. Roadway classifications may also change at 
different points along a numbered or named route, 
depending on the characteristics listed in the 
following section.  

2.1 WHAT are the Different Classes? 
 Each class within the functional system has distinct characteristics to help define its function, including: 

• Lane width  
• Inner and outer shoulder width  
• Average annual daily traffic (AADT)  
• Directional separation  
• Access  
• Mileage  
• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)  
• Other qualitative and quantitative attributes  

Each class also has distinctive qualities in reference to whether the roadway segment is within an urban 
or rural area, as defined by the U.S. Census. No single quality determines the classification of a roadway 
segment, but rather all characteristics are into consideration, in addition to the hierarchy of the 
surrounding network. Appendix B – VMT and Mileage Guidelines by Functional Classification contains 

Assigned 
Code Classification 

1 Interstate 
2 Other Freeways and Expressways 
3 Other Principal Arterial 
4 Minor Arterial 
5 Major Collector 
6 Minor Collector 
7 Local 

Table 1: Assigned Codes of the Functional Classification System 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/processes/statewide/related/highway_functional_classifications/fcauab.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/processes/statewide/related/highway_functional_classifications/fcauab.pdf
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a useful chart listing the characteristics and descriptions for each classification and their ranges of road 
miles and VMT for the system. 

2.1.1 Arterials 
The Arterial category consists of four types of classes – Interstates, Other Freeways and Expressways, 
Other Principal Arterials (or simply Principal Arterials), and Minor Arterials. These classes provide the 
greatest mobility options, carry high traffic volumes, and have fewer access points, while at the same 
time accounting for the least amount of total miles within the system. These roads generally have more 
travel lanes, higher speeds, and wider lanes and shoulders. These roadways are considered more 
significant at the state and regional level in comparison to the lower ranked classes. Interstates, Other 
Freeways and Expressways, and a portion of the Principal Arterials are also part of the National Highway 
System (NHS). 

2.1.1.1 Interstates 
Interstates, by definition, are roads that travel between states. The Interstates within New Mexico are I-
10, I-25, and I-40. These roads support long distance travel, including national freight movement. Some 
of the physical characteristics of Interstates include divided directional lanes, high speeds, grade 
separated intersections, access control barriers, and the absence of traffic control signals. Usage of 
barriers and grade separation maximizes the flow of traffic, and therefore allows for the greatest 
mobility. As a result, interstates do not directly serve the adjacent land uses, and instead rely on 
connecting lower classifications roadways to provide access to adjacent land uses. 

2.1.1.2 Other Freeways & Expressways 
The characteristics of this class are nearly the same as an Interstate, with some additional flexibility in 
the physical characteristics of the roadway. Like Interstates, these roadways do not serve adjacent land 
uses directly. The primary difference is that Other Freeways & Expressways serve a regional area such as 
a metropolitan. These routes make up the least mileage extent and VMT within the system and, as of 
publishing this guide, the only Other Freeway in New Mexico is a portion of US-70 in Las Cruces. 

2.1.1.3 Other Principal Arterial 
These roadways are typically referred to as Principal Arterials and serve a high degree of mobility, 
although they do provide direct access to abutting land uses and typically do not have grade separated 
intersections. In the urban setting, there may be a handful of roads classified as a Principal Arterials 
spaced apart from each other and in a rural setting, there may be only one per county connecting many 
of the larger urban areas. In both instances, these roads typically serve the highest volumes of traffic 
and longest distances, after the two higher classes. 

2.1.1.4 Minor Arterial 
The Minor Arterial class of roads provide connections to higher-class roads and typically have route 
segments shorter in length. In this class, speeds are relatively high and, as a result, mobility is still a 
primary quality. Still, adjacent land uses are served directly and many of the factors allowing the free 
flow of traffic do not have as much of a presence, if at all. Minor Arterials occur more frequently than 
the other arterials. In an urban setting, they may be spaced at an average of one-mile intervals and in 
rural areas are evenly distributed.    
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2.1.2 Collectors 
There are two types of Collectors in the functional system: Major and Minor. As the name implies, they 
collect traffic from lower classifications and connect them to higher classifications. The general function 
of Collector classes shifts towards accessibility, whereas arterials focus on mobility. Other characteristics 
of Collectors include a higher density of driveways, fewer lanes, and more moderate speeds compared 
to higher classifications. The differences between Major Collectors and Minor Collectors include 
distance, lane width, AADT, and shoulder width.  

2.1.3 Local Roads 
Local roads make up the largest percentage of the system in mileage, are the least traveled, and are 
generally assigned by default after all other roads have been assigned a classification. Local roads 
primary function is accessibility and therefore they have low speeds, serve numerous land uses directly, 
do not support through traffic, and their physical characteristics are conservative in comparison. Please 
note that this classification does not relate to ownership or maintenance of a given roadway segment, 
but how it operates.  

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the functional classes and their relationship to access and mobility, Source: FHWA 

2.2 WHAT Other Considerations Exist? 
The system is largely viewed through the lens of urban versus rural, which is covered more in Section 4. 
Where are the Lines Drawn? Regardless of where boundaries exist for urban and rural areas, the system 
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does not change, but the criteria of the factors used to determine a roads classification are adjusted in 
order to maintain continuity. This prevents the change of a road’s Functional Classification in an urban 
area when it enters rural territory and vice versa. The objective is to focus on the roads function as 
opposed to its location when considering its classification. Designation of urban and rural routes 
become more relevant when considering sources of funding. 

 A similar subject to continuity is connectivity. 
Consider the Functional Classification System in 
comparison to the anatomy of a tree where the 
trunk is comparable to interstate, limbs to the 
other types of arterials, branches to collectors, 
and the twigs are local roads. The larger parts 
of a tree connect only to smaller parts of the 
tree. Twigs typically can be found throughout 
all parts of the tree, although are primarily 
found at the ends of branches. Leaves of the 
tree could be considered as traffic generators 
and are found throughout the branches, and 
twigs. This hierarchal system reflects the same 
type of order of connectivity that is desired in 
the Functional Classification System. Arterials 
connect only with other types of arterials, 
collectors with arterials and other collectors, 
and locals connect with arterials, collectors, 
and other locals as illustrated in Figure 2.  

3 WHY is it Important? 
Classifying roads into distinct categories has several benefits. The system conveniently provides a break 
down roads by their individual classes, which can be used as a way of organizing reports for topics such 
as system performance and asset management. One of the more notable benefits is that it “carries with 
it expectations about roadway design,” (Highway Functional Classification Concepts, Criteria and 
Procedures, 2013 Edition). This is not to say design or classification dictate one another, but rather that 
they influence one another.  

A roads classification can also determine its eligibility for funding sources. There is generally more 
funding directed towards the higher classifications, while Local and Rural Minor Arterials are not eligible 
for most federal funds (HPMS Field Manual, March 2020). A roads classification can be used as a ranking 
factor in project prioritization and where state and local funding is directed. Budgetary operations and 
projects can be prioritized by road’s functional system. These are only some examples of how the 
functional system plays a role in management of roads. 

4 WHERE are the Lines Drawn? 
As previously mentioned, the Functional Classification System is further broken down into two types: 
urban and rural. The characteristics for most of the classifications look different depending on whether a 
road falls within urban or rural boundaries, excluding interstates and freeways/expressways. It is also 

Figure 2: Visual of desired continuity and connectivity, 
Source: CDM Smith 
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significant in determining who is responsible for a roadway since different pots of funding are available 
for urban and rural areas.  

Designations of urban and rural areas originate from the US Census Bureau, which is determined by the 
population of an area. FHWA allows fixing, or expansion, of the boundaries of urban areas with a 
population greater than 5,000 for transportation planning purposes, per Title 23, USC § 101 (a). This 
process is also sometimes referred to as smoothing or adjusting. Fixing of these areas occurs following 
the release of the decennial census and remain until the following decennial census. The process of 
fixing urban boundaries is collaborative between local officials, NMDOT, and the FHWA Division office, 
much like the process of changes to the functional system, and is described in more detail in Section 6. 
Who is Involved? More detailed information can be found in the NMDOT Planning Procedures Manual as 
well as the Highway Functional Classification: Concepts, Criteria and Procedures, 2013 Edition in Chapter 
6. 

5 WHEN does it Change? 
The functional classification system change with time, to reflect changes in population and traffic 
generators. A statewide system review is performed approximately every ten years, following the 
approval of urban boundary adjustments. The urban boundary adjustment is to be completed within 
two years of the release of the census, and the statewide functional system review is to be completed 
within the following three years. In New Mexico, submittals for a change of a roads classification 
between the statewide system reviews may be submitted once per year during the first quarter of the 
calendar year, as described later in this guide. 

Newly constructed or reconstructed roads can trigger a change in the functional classification system. 
Some roads are reconstructed to increase capacity by the addition of lanes or by decreasing speed or 
capacity by reducing lanes such as implementing a road diet. Detailed information about road diets can 
be found in the NMDOT Design Manual. In both cases, a new classification is assigned following the 
completion of construction and follows the same submittal procedure as all others with the exception of 
new roads included in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). In this particular case, 
the roadway may be classified with the existing system for its intended function if construction is 
expected to be completed within the STIP timeframe. 

6 WHO is Involved? 
State DOTs have the authority of performing reviews and submitting a change request of the functional 
classification system, which are submitted to their respective the FHWA Division office. In New Mexico, 
the system is maintained and managed by the NMDOT Planning Division Roadway Classification 
Manager. Changes can be proposed by a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) or Regional 
Transportation Planning Organization (RTPO) on their behalf or on behalf of their local planning partners 
including, but not limited to, tribal entities, cities, counties, economic development commissions, and 
councils of governments. NMDOT district offices shall coordinate with their respective MPO and RTPO 
areas for change request submittals and any public involvement found necessary shall be conducted by 
MPOs and RTPOs. The NMDOT Roadway Classification Manager will work with the neighboring state 
DOTs of Arizona, Colorado, Oklahoma, and Texas, as well as the Navajo Nation, for the purposes of 
maintaining continuity of the system at jurisdictional boundaries, and ensuring coordination with 
planning partners. The NMDOT Roadway Classification Manager also works collaboratively with the local 

https://realfilef260a66b364d453e91ff9b3fedd494dc.s3.amazonaws.com/9e073b2f-347c-475d-a60e-e7c660dbb655?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJBKPT2UF7EZ6B7YA&Expires=1643841332&Signature=Y2mw6TDrkv2yI%2B3UpHFXCFZj%2Fx8%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22Planning%20Procedures%20Manual.pdf%22&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf
https://www.dot.nm.gov/infrastructure/engineering-publications/design-manual/
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planning partners involved and assumes responsibility for reviewing localities that do not participate in 
statewide reviews. Changes that affect NHS designation must be coordinated with the state DOT to the 
FHWA HQ Office of Planning, Environment and Realty as detailed in 23 CFR § 470. 

7 HOW to Propose Changes? 
This portion of the guide provides detailed instructions for submitting requests outside of a statewide 
review. The NMDOT Functional Classification Change Request Form is provided on NMDOTs website in 
digital form and should be filled out in its entirety prior to requesting a change to the functional system. 
The form should be accompanied with supporting documents including:  

• A cover letter,  
• Supporting documentation (such as letters of support from local officials, additional traffic count 

reports, site plans, etc.), and  
• A map/s of the roadway segment.  

In the event that multiple roads are requested to be changed, the request can be packaged together as 
one submittal with one cover letter, although each route must have its own form, supporting 
documentation, and map/s. All requests are to be submitted to the NMDOT Roadway Classification 
Manager electronically via email as one PDF document. Additional files used for location referencing, 
such as GIS shapefiles and Google Earth KMLs, will be accepted though not in lieu of static maps. Current 
contact information for the NMDOT Roadway Classification Manager can also be found on the NMDOT 
website, linked above. 

  

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Frealfilef260a66b364d453e91ff9b3fedd494dc.s3.amazonaws.com%2F16c8b96d-f6f2-4e87-b3dd-b6503caedb79%3FAWSAccessKeyId%3DAKIAJBKPT2UF7EZ6B7YA%26Expires%3D1644261912%26Signature%3D8psK6V3LyrBUVG%252BhOFB3Hnc%252FprA%253D%26response-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522Functional%2520Classification%2520Change%2520Request%2520Form%2520%2528Fillable%2529.pdf%2522%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf&clen=86430&chunk=true
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Appendix A: References & Additional Resources 
 

References: 
FHWA Highway Functional Classification Concepts, Criteria and Procedures Manual (2013 Edition) 

HPMS Field Manual (December 2016) 

NMDOT Design Manual (March 2020) 

NMDOT Planning Procedures Manual (May 2020) 

 
Additional Resources: 
AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (7th edition) (a.k.a. Green Book) 

FHWA Flexibility in Highway Design Manual 

NMDOT Roadway Functional Class web map viewer 

  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/processes/statewide/related/highway_functional_classifications/fcauab.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/hpms/fieldmanual/hpms_field_manual_dec2016.pdf
https://www.dot.nm.gov/infrastructure/engineering-publications/design-manual/
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Frealfilef260a66b364d453e91ff9b3fedd494dc.s3.amazonaws.com%2F9e073b2f-347c-475d-a60e-e7c660dbb655%3FAWSAccessKeyId%3DAKIAJBKPT2UF7EZ6B7YA%26Expires%3D1644262584%26Signature%3D5%252BrKBVsi9n8e9ZtGYpWcfraQAps%253D%26response-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522Planning%2520Procedures%2520Manual.pdf%2522%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf&clen=4407317&chunk=true
https://store.transportation.org/Item/CollectionDetail?ID=180
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/publications/flexibility/flexibility.pdf
https://nmdot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f2fc877d107b4e338deb789f70a8779e
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Appendix B – VMT and Mileage Guidelines by Functional Classification 

Source: FHWA Highway Functional Classification Concepts, Criteria and Procedures Manual (2013 Edition) 
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Source: FHWA Highway Functional Classification Concepts, Criteria and Procedures Manual (2013 Edition) 

Notes: 1Ranges in this table are derived from 2011 HPMS data. 
2Information for Urban Major and Minor Collectors is approximate, based on a small number of States reporting. 
3For this table, Rural States are defined as those with a maximum of 75 percent of their population in urban centers. New Mexico is classified as an Urban State. 
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